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Financial abuse and the role of banks
The ABA notes that while the financial exploitation of a vulnerable person is a deeply challenging area
for the banking industry, banks play a significant role in ensuring adequate safeguards in relation to
financial decision making.
First, banks must ensure that they do not breach their legal obligations, including under privacy laws, in
the act of responding to, and managing, a possible or actual instance of financial abuse. From a bank
perspective, banks must assume that a customer can transact until a point to which the law, and
medical profession, say this is not the case. Banks must act on the instructions of their customers. If a
customer makes a decision to withdraw money, transfer money or property, etc, a bank is obliged to
assume this decision has been made with the knowledge and authority of their customer.
In addition, banks have to be very careful not to discriminate against people based on age. Where a
third party exerts “undue influence”, it is difficult for a bank to establish without asserting some form of
subjective judgement. A response by a bank may “discriminate” against their customer.
Second, financial abuse tends to be a breach of a relationship of trust, for example, a family member
acting as an agent. A bank has a legal obligation to act in accordance with the authority as contained in
an instrument or order. Financial abuse may be perpetrated by someone that has the legal authority to
make decisions on behalf of the older person.
The bank-customer relationship is a contractual relationship in which the bank is not at liberty to permit
transactions on the customers’ account without the customer’s mandate. Therefore, a person
presenting as an agent of the customer imposes an obligation on the bank to authenticate the
arrangement. Recognition by a bank that the authority of a third person to act on behalf of a bank
customer is a key liability issue for banks. The duty to authenticate the authority to act as agent as well
as establish the identity of the agent needs to be carefully and strictly exercised.
Third, financial abuse is often complex and difficult to ascertain. It is difficult to distinguish between an
unwise but legitimate financial transaction from an exploitative transaction. For example, ‘implausible
reasons for banking activity’, this is difficult to ascertain; and ‘undue pressure’, this is open to subjective
judgement. Assumptions may be offensive. Actions may discriminate. Banks cannot prevent customers
from making informed, but ill-advised decisions.
Banks need to be careful to ensure that any measures do not disadvantage older people through the
diminution of thrust in third parties acting in good faith and in the best interests of the older person.

Industry guidance
With the challenges raised above, the banking industry has developed the following industry guidelines
on financial abuse (part of the ABA’s Financial Abuse Initiative)3:
•

Protecting vulnerable customers from potential financial abuse: As a framework to
banks, this industry guideline explains what financial abuse can look like, how it can
impact customers and the bank’s relationships with their customers, and how banks’ staff
can respond.

•

Responding to requests from a power of attorney or court-appointed administrator:
This industry guideline explains how these different legal arrangements work across
Australia, how they are used by bank customers and their substitute decision-makers, and
provides a framework for how banks should respond to these arrangements.

Banking product and service solutions
Banks have a number of product and service solutions to assist customers put in place appropriate
measures to help protect themselves yet retain their financial independence. Examples of these product
and service solutions include:
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•

Joint accounts which can include a co-signatory account4, two-to-sign account5 or linked
accounts.6

•

Arrangements that enable a third party to be authorised to access the account. Some
account arrangements can be tailored to limit or allow certain access and/or transaction
types. For example, some authorisations can be limited so that the third party is able to
access the account, but not transact on the account.

•

Upon request, other account services are also available, including hard copy account
statements in larger print, reduced maximum daily withdrawal limits, transaction and
transfer restrictions, direct debits for regular payments, and SMS or email alerts to remind
customers about their account balance, transactions and payments.

Formal arrangements
Banks encourage formal substituted decision making arrangements and supported decision making
arrangements. While these arrangements provide the bank with clear instructions, and ensure banks
are able to better service their customers’ needs, a key risk for financial abuse of older persons is the
inconsistencies in the regimes governing these instruments across the States and Territories.
The ABA recommends that the following changes should take place to ensure the interests’ of the
population older are adequately protected:
•

Formal arrangements should be consistent and uniform across jurisdictions. While the
laws in each jurisdiction are broadly similar, there remain differences that our members,
customers and their substituted decision-makers are required to understand.7 These
differences cause unnecessary complexity and contribute to unnecessary business costs,
including training for staff and communications for customers. Additionally, it can cause
other risks where lack of awareness about the specific instrument could result in
inappropriate application and/or powers being exceeded, or alternatively, expectations not
being met with regards to the use of the instrument.

•

Formal arrangements should be recognised across jurisdictions and be transferrable
without the need for new arrangements to be put in place. Mutual recognition of
instruments will provide ease of process for customers who move interstate and eliminate
uncertainty with the use of instruments.

•

Formal arrangements should be registered so that banks (and other financial institutions,
organisations, companies and service providers) can more easily establish the
authenticity and currency of the instrument.

Informal arrangements
Conversely, banks discourage customers adopting informal arrangements. Informal arrangements can
include providing a PIN or other access code to a trusted third party (such as spouse or family member)
to conduct banking transactions on their behalf. These arrangements may leave customers vulnerable
to financial abuse and exposed to significant risks. For example, if an unauthorised transaction is
conducted on their account and the bank is aware that the customer has breached their terms and
conditions by providing their PIN or access code to another person, then they may also lose their
protections under the e-Payments Code and be liable for any loss.

4

Co-signatory account – either the customer or third party is able to operate the account.
Two-to-sign account – both the customer and the third party are able to authorise transactions.
6 Linked accounts – different accounts or facilities which are linked together to help better manage day-to-day transactions and bill payments,
savings and loans. Linked accounts make it easier to transfer money between accounts using Internet or digital banking channels.
7
For example, the laws across the States and Territories may have different names for different powers, and different formats, capacity testing,
witnessing and execution processes (e.g. the instrument may or may not need to be registered with the appropriate State or Territory agency to
take effect).
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